Uri-Go Form Factor Trial Instructions.
Thank you for helping out with this form factor prototype trial.
You should have received:
1 x waist strap with pouch (with a piece of plastic which represents the future electronics. This is
used for test 1 and is currently inside pouch).
1 x silicone adhesive patch #2477P (for use with the pouch in test 2).
1 x acrylic adhesive patch labeled #1587  (to stick device direct to skin in test 3).
Firstly, if you are not already familiar with where your pubic bone is, please take a look at the
anatomy diagram below to help you.

Test 1. - pouch only
1. Place the pouch around your
waist in the orientation shown at
left with the plastic loop facing out
from your body. Insert the
velcro-end of the strap through the
plastic loop and tighten the belt so
it is comfortably secure.
2. Next locate the bottom of the
side of the unit pointing to your
feet a finger width above the top of
your pubic bone, in a central
position in front of your bladder.
You can use your genitals or
bellybutton as a guide here.

The aim is to have the device remain in the same location every time you use it and while using
it, so please keep this in mind. At this stage the unit must be placed directly next to your skin.
Ideally this will be inside your underwear.
4. Once the belt is adjusted to your liking you may choose to slip the belt over your head or legs
to remove it rather than undoing the velcro.
5. Ok, now wear it for a full day and a full night and record your observations, comments, and
suggestions on the following sheets. You should remove the pouch before showering.
We’d appreciate thorough descriptions and clear handwriting!
Please check to make sure there are no pressure areas or irritations and if this is the case then
please adjust or stop wearing and contact me.
Here are some observations to consider:
Did it stay in position?
Was it comfortable?
How often you were aware of it.
How often you adjusted it.
Whether it irritated your skin?
Did it interfere with your normal routine?
Was there enough adjustment?
Comment on the size, shape, weight or materials used.
How often you took it on and off
Did you prefer removing it by undoing the velcro or just slipping it over your head or legs?
Was removing the insert an issue?

Test 2 - Pouch with silicon adhesive (adhesive 2477P)
(Please note that this adhesive is medical grade and safe to use. It is designed to be gentle on
skin and should not rip hairs out when removed)
1. Remove the backing tape that says “to device 2477P” and apply to the side of the pouch that
will connect with your skin.
2. Once it is adhered to the pouch trim the excess with scissors
3. Remove the unlabeled backing tape (shiny side) and apply to your pelvic area again. You
should notice a gentle adhesion.
4.Record observations for a full day and a full night. You can remove it for showering and
reapply afterwards.

Test 3 - Plastic insert applied direct to skin (adhesive 2477P)
(Please note that this adhesive is medical grade and safe to use. It is designed to be gentle on
skin and should not rip hairs out when removed)
1. Remove the plastic insert from inside the pouch.
2. Apply adhesive 1587 to one side of the plastic insert using the side labelled “to device 1587”
and trim excess with scissors.
3. This is a stronger adhesive than the test 2 and should allow the device to stick to you directly.
You may feel some pulling of hairs but it should not be strong enough to rip them out.
4. Try removing it before showering, then reapplying it. Or leave it on.
5. Record your observations for a full day and a full night.
Any questions email mike@adaptdefy.com or send me a text 0279191822
Finally, once you have tested them please return your observation sheets and the pouch
(including the plastic insert) via the supplied courier bag.
THANK YOU!!!
Mike

Test 1 Observations (Pouch without adhesive)
Time worn
Day 1

Night 1

Observations

Test 2 Observations (Pouch with silicon adhesive 2477P)
Time worn
Day 1

Night 1

Observations

Test 3 Observations (Insert with adhesive 1587 direct to skin)
Time worn
Day 1

Night 1

Observations

